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RARE AND FORBIDDEN DECAYS�Josip Trampeti¢Theory Division, CERNCH-1211 Geneva 23, SwitzerlandandTheoretial Physis Division, Rudjer Bo²kovi¢ Institute, Zagreb, Croatia(Reeived November 4, 2002)In these letures I �rst over radiative and semileptoni B deays, in-luding the QCD orretions for the quark subproesses. The exlusivemodes and the evaluation of the hadroni matrix elements, i.e. the rele-vant hadroni form fators, are the seond step. Small e�ets due to thelong-distane, spetator ontributions, et. are disussed next. The seondsetion we start with non-leptoni deays, typially B ! ��; K�; ��; : : :We desribe in more detail our preditions for deays dominated by theb ! s� transition. Reports on the most reent experimental results aregiven at the end of eah subsetion. In the seond part of the letures Idisuss deays forbidden by the Lorentz and gauge invariane, and due tothe violation of the angular momentum onservation, generally alled theStandard Model-forbidden deays. However, the non-ommutative QEDand/or non-ommutative Standard Model (NCSM), developed in a seriesof works in the last few years allow some of those deay modes. Theseare, in the gauge setor, Z ! ; gg, and in the hadroni setor, �avourhanging deays of the type K ! �, B ! K, et. We shall see, forexample, that the �avour hanging deay D+S ! �+ dominates over othermodes, beause the proesses our via harged urrents, i.e. on the quarklevel they arise from the point-like photon � urrent � urrent interations.In the last setion we present the transition rate of �transverse plasmon�deay into a neutrino�antineutrino pair via non-ommutative QED, i.e.pl ! ���. Suh deays give extra ontribution to the mehanism for theenergy loss in stars.PACS numbers: 13.40.Hq, 13.20.He, 13.25.Hw, 12.60.Cn� Based on presentations given at the XLII Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis,Zakopane, Poland, May 31�June 9, 2002 and LHC Days in Split, Croatia, Otober8�12, 2002. (4317)



4318 J. Trampeti¢1. Rare B meson deays: theory and experiments1.1. Introdution to the rare B meson deaysThe experimental hallenge of �nding new physis in diret searhes maystill take some time if new partiles or their e�ets set in only at severalhundred GeV. Complementary to these diret signals at highest availableenergies are the measurements of the e�ets of new �heavy� partiles in loops,through either preision measurements or detetion of proesses ourringonly at one loop in the Standard Model (SM).In the light quark system, however, the presene of quite large Long-Distane (LD) e�ets that annot be alulated reliably makes this studydi�ult, exept in the extremely rare proess K ! ����. The situationis muh better in the b quark system. Among these are the transitionsindued by Flavour-Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC). Rare deays of theB meson o�er a unique opportunity to study eletroweak theory in higherorders. Proesses suh as b ! s, b ! s`+`� and b ! sg do not our attree level, and at one loop they our at a rate small enough to be sensitiveto physis beyond the SM.Studying B meson radiative deays B ! K� based on the b ! squark transition, desribed by a magneti dipole operator, we have foundtwo major e�ets [1℄:(1) Large QCD orretion due to the introdution of 1-gluon exhange.One might say that 1-gluon exhange hanges the nature, i.e. thefuntional struture of the GIM anellation [1,2℄: (m2t �m2)=m2W !ln(m2t =m2). Note, however, that sine mtop ' 2mW , the GIM meha-nism is no longer ruial and QCD orretions beome modest.(2) Huge reoil e�et aused by the motion of the hadron as a wholeproduing a large suppression of the hadroni form fator [1℄.To simplify the very �rst attempt of alulating the b ! s and B !K�, we have made a few very important assumptions, whih all turned outto be right and were proved within the past deade by a number of authors.They beome major advantages for studies of rare B meson deays:(i) the B meson is made of a su�iently heavy b quark, thus permittingthe use of the spetator approximation in the alulation;(ii) absene of large long-distane e�ets;(iii) the b! s transition is the only ontribution to the B0 deay;(iv) the B meson lifetime is, relatively speaking, prolonged more than thatof kaons beause of the smallness of Vb and Vub, allowing �BB mixingto be studied.



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4319Other important impats of studies of B mesons are:(I) tests of eletroweak theory (SM) in one loop are of interest in theirown right, beause they verify the gauge struture of the theory;(II) the realization of a heavy quark symmetry, i.e. the struture of had-rons, beomes independent of �avour and spin (spin symmetry) for1=mb !1;(III) the emergene of the Heavy Quark E�etive Theory (HQET);(IV) if there exists an enhanement of the SUSY over SM ontribution,it is lear that the B meson radiative proesses, dominated by theb ! s quark 1-loop transition, an be an interesting andidate di-retly a�eted by the SUSY ontribution [3℄;(V) the deay b! s is by far the most restritive proess in onstrainingthe parameters of the harged Higgs boson setor in Two Higgs DubletsModel (2HDM), yielding bounds that are stronger than those fromother low-energy proesses and from diret ollider searhes [4℄.Today almost everybody in the partile physis ommunity agrees thatB deays in general do provide one of the most important lasses of tests ofthe SM and physis beyond the SM.Although the quark level alulations are fairly preise in the b quarksystem, one is still hampered by the lak of knowledge of the hadroni formfators. However, in the past deade there has been extensive ativity inthe form fator evaluation using the perturbative QCD tehniques with thehelp of the HQET and from improving lattie model alulations.The �rst observations of the exlusive B ! K� deays were reportedin 1993/94 by the CLEO Collaboration [5℄.On the experimental side the last two years were espeially exiting sineBaBar and Belle Collaborations joined CLEO Collaboration in produingand publishing a large number of data onerning the B meson deays.1.2. Radiative and semileptoni B deaysThe b! s deay is a one-loop eletroweak proess that arises from theso-alled penguin diagrams through the exhange of u, , t quarks and weakbosons, see Fig. 1, and is given byJ� = �G1�s(�q2 � q� 6q)bL + iG2 [ms�s���q�bL +mb�s���q�bR℄	 ; (1)where the �rst term vanishes identially for real photon due to the eletro-magneti gauge ondition. Using the standard parametrization of the CKM



4320 J. Trampeti¢
�
b su; ; tW +� + : : :

QCD=)�g + : : :Fig. 1. The penguin diagrams, inluding the QCD short-distane orretions, on-tributing to the b! s transition.matrix in the ase of three doublets, G2 is given byG2 = GFp2 e4�2 Xi=u;;tAiF2(xi); Ai = V �isVib; xi = m2im2W ; (2)where the modi�ed Inami�Lim funtion F2(xi) derived from the penguin(1-loop) diagrams is [6℄F2(xi) = xi12(1 � xi)4 �(1� xi)(8x2i + 5xi � 7)� 6xi(2� 3xi) lnxi� : (3)Introdution of 1-gluon exhange (QCD orretions) in penguin diagrams re-moves the power suppression, i.e. (m2t �m2)=m2W ! ln(m2t =m2); or one ansay that QCD orretions hange the nature of the GIM anellation fromquadrati to logarithmi [1, 2℄. These QCD orretions also strongly a�etthe semileptoni transitions [7℄. The following properties are important tonote:(a) the dominant ontribution to the perturbative b! s amplitude orig-inates from harm-quark loops;(b) after inlusion of the QCD orretions, the top-quark ontribution isless than 50 % of harm and it omes with an opposite sign;() the up-quark ontribution is suppressed with respet to harm byjV �usVub=V �sVbj ' 2%.It is neessary to onsider the above fats when one attempts to extrat theCKM matrix element jVtsj from b! s.



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4321Before proeeding, it is important to note that, in the limit mq !1 theinlusive meson deay partial width is equal to the free quark deay partialwidth. In the ase of B mesons the b quark is su�iently heavy to satisfythe above statement:� (B ! Xq; `+`�)j inlusivedeay = � (B ! Xq; `+`�)j free quarkdeay ; (4)where q represents the light quarks.1.2.1. Complete QCD orreted weak Hamiltonian densityIn the SM, B deays are desribed by the e�etive weak Hamiltonianobtained by integrating out heavy, i.e. the top-quark, W -boson and Higgs�elds:H�S=�1�B=1 = 2p2GF "Xq=u;V �qsVqb(1Oq1 + 2Oq2)� V �tsVtb 10Xi=3 iOi# + h::(5)The Oi's are operatorsOq1 = ��siL�qjL���qjL�biL� ; Oq2 = ��siL�qiL���qjL�bjL� ;O(35) = ��siL�biL�Xq0 �q0j(LR)�q0j(LR); O(46) = ��siL�bjL�Xq0 �q0j(LR)�q0i(LR);O7 = e16�2 mb ��siL���biR� F �� ; O8 = g16�2 mb ��siL���T ija biR� G��a ;O9 = e216�2 ��siL���biR� �̀�`; O10 = e216�2 ��siL���biR� �̀�5`; (6)where F �� and G��a are the eletromagneti and gluon interation �eldstrength tensors, respetively, and e and g are the orresponding ouplingonstants. The i's are the well-known Wilson oe�ients �rst alulated upto the Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) in Ref. [8℄. The alulation was per-formed with the help of the renormalization group equation whose solutionrequires the knowledge of the anomalous dimension matrix to a given orderin �s and the mathing onditions:1(�) = 12 ��6=23 � ��12=23� ; 2(�) = 12 ��6=23 + ��12=23� ;7(�) = ��16=23 �7(mW )� 838(mW )�1� �2=23�+ 232513 �1� �19=23�� ;



4322 J. Trampeti¢9(�) = 9(mW )� [1(�) + 32(�)℄ ln"�m� ��8=9#� 4��s(mW ) � 433 �1� ��11=23�� 887 �1� ��29=23�� : (7)The oe�ient 10(�) = 10(mW ), and � = �s(�)=�s(mW ).The Wilson oe�ients at the sale mW reeive the following ontribu-tions from W loops:7(mW ) = �12A(x); 8(mW ) = �12E(x); 10(mW ) = 1s2W [B(x)� C(x)℄;9(mW ) = �10(mW )� 4C(x)�D(x) + 49 : (8)The funtions A(x), . . . are:A(x) = xz3 �23x2 + 512x� 712 ��23x2 � x� lnxz � ;B(x) = x4z ��1 + lnxz � ;C(x) = x4z �12x� 3 +�32x+ 1�� lnxz ;D(x) = ��1936x3 + 2536x2 +��16x4 + 53x3 � 3x2 + 169 x� 49� lnxz � ;E(x) = x2z3 �12x2 � 52x� 1 + 3x lnxz � ; (9)where x = (mt=mW )2, and z = x� 1. The values of the Wilson oe�ientsare alulated at the sale � ' mb, for mb = 4:8 GeV, �MS = 250 MeVand mtop = 174 GeV. The other four oe�ients turn out to be very small,i.e. at this sale they reeive the following values: 3 = 0:017, 4 = �0:037,5 = 0:010, and 6 = �0:046.1.2.2. Inlusive radiative and semileptoni deaysTo avoid the unertainty in mb, it is ustomary to express the branhingratios BR(b ! s) and BR(b ! s`+`�) in terms of the dominant semilep-toni branhing ratios BR(b! `��`):R � � (b! s)� (b! `��`) = 6�em��g(m2=m2b) jV �tsVtbj2jVbj2 j7(mb)j2; (10)R`+`� � � (b! s`+`�)� (b! `��`)



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4323= ��em4� �2 2jVsj2�g(m2=m2b) �F1(j9j2 + j10j2) + F379 + F2j7j2� ;(11)where the phase spae fator g(m2=m2b) and the QCD orretion fator � forthe semileptoni proess are well known [9, 10℄. We have used g(m2=m2b) =0:507 and � = 0:888. The phase spae integration from (q2)min = (2m`=mb)2to (q2)max = (1�ms=mb)2 give the following values for onstants Fi [11℄:F1 = 1 ; F3 = 8 ; for (q2)min �= 0 ; (q2)max �= 1 ;F2 = 32 ln(mb=2m`) ; for (q2)max �= 1 ; ` = e; �; � : (12)The SM theoretial predition for the inlusive radiative deay, up to NLO [8℄in �s ln(mw=mb),BR(B ! Xs)NLO = (3:30 � 0:32) � 10�4 ; (13)is onsiderably larger than the lowest-order result [12℄:BR(B ! Xs)LO = (2:46 � 0:72) � 10�4 : (14)Buras et al. [13℄ performed a new analysis by using expansions in powers of�s and reported a higher Short-Distane (SD) result:BR(B ! Xs)SD = (3:60 � 0:33) � 10�4: (15)Let us now present and disuss the experimental results.Based on 9:7� 106 analysed B �B pairs from � (4s), the CLEO Collabo-ration reported two years ago the following inlusive branhing ratio [14℄:BR(B ! Xs) = (3:22 � 0:40) � 10�4: (16)Analysing 33� 106 B �B pairs, a BaBar reported 20% larger rate [15℄:BR(B ! Xs) = 3:88 � 10�4; (17)and they also published a measurement of the inlusive branhing ratio,obtained by summing up exlusive modes, whih is even larger than the �rstone [16℄: BR(B ! Xs) =Xi BR(B ! K�i ) = 4:3� 10�4: (18)A few years ago I was reporting that the inlusive branhing ratio will in-rease with the number of events analysed, up to a ertain limit, of ourse [17℄.



4324 J. Trampeti¢The Belle Collaboration reported the �rst results on inlusive semilep-toni deay [18℄:BR(B ! Xs`+`�) = �6:1 � 1:4+1:4�1:1�� 10�6; (19)whih is in fair agreement with our theoretial preditions for themtop �= 180GeV [7, 9, 11℄. See for example Fig. 1 in Refs. [7, 11℄. Note here that weestimated the e�� rate for the inlusive [7, 11℄ hannels:BR(b! se+e�)BR(b! s�+��) ' 1:4 � 1:6 (20)and found that the e�� ratio has a weak dependene of mtop.1.2.3. Exlusive radiative and semileptoni deaysExlusive modes are, in priniple, a�eted by large theoretial unertain-ties due to the poor knowledge of non-perturbative dynamis and of a orrettreatment of large reoil-momenta, whih determine the form fators.First we have to de�ne the hadroni form fators. The Lorentz deom-position of the penguin matrix elements for (q = p� k) is:hK�(k)j�s���q�(1 + 5)bjB(p)i = i"���� ���(q)(p+ k)�q�T1(q2)+T2(q2) ����(q) �m2B �m2K��� (p��(q))(p+ k)��+T3(q2)(p��(q)) �q� � q2m2B �m2K� (p+ k)�� ; (21)with T1(0) = T2(0) as a onsequene of the spin symmetry. Note that thelast term in the square braket vanishes for real photons. Similarly, forsemileptoni (and/or non-leptoni) deays, we havehK�(k)j�s�(1� 5)bjB(p)i = �i"���� ���(k)(p+ k)�q�V+���(k) �m2B �m2K��A1 � (q��(k))(p+ k)�A2+(q��(k)) (mB +mK�) �q�=q2� [2mK�A0 � (mB �mK�)(A1 �A2)℄ ; (22)with the orresponding de�nitions of the relevant form fatorsV = V (q2)(mB +mK�) ; V (q2) = V (0)1� q2m21� ;A0 = A0(q2)(mB +mK�) ; A0(q2) = A0(0)1� q2m20� ;



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4325A1 = A1(q2)(mB �mK�) ; A1(q2) = A1(0)1� q2m21+ ;A2 = A2(q2)(mB +mK�) ; A2(q2) = A2(0)1� q2m21+ ;A0 = mB +mK�2mK� A1(0) � mB �mK�2mK� A2(0) : (23)In the above V (q2) and Ai(q2); (i = 0; 1; 2) form fators the q2 for semilep-toni deays is determined by the invariant lepton pair mass squared, whilefor the two-body non-leptoni deays (alulated in a fatorization approxi-mation) it is the mass squared of the fatorized meson.Finally, the operator O7, taking into aount the gauge ondition, theurrent onservation, the spin symmetry gives, for real photon, the followinghadronization rate RK� [19, 20℄:RK� = � (B ! K�)� (b! s) = �mb(m2B �m2K�)mB(m2b �m2s) �3�1 + m2sm2b��1 jTK�1 (0)j2: (24)In Table I we give a few typial results for the hadroni form fators, whilein Table II the typial hadronization rates are given for di�erent types ofthe form fator estimates. TABLE IComparison of a few di�erent results on form fators at q2 = 0.Form fators Ref. [21℄ Ref. [22℄ Ref. [23℄ Ref. [25℄ Ref. [24℄(3pt SR) (LCSR) (LCSR) (lattie+LCSR) (LCSR)V K�(0) 0:47� 0:3 0:38� 0:08 0:45� 0:08 � 0:46� 0:07AK�1 (0) 0:37� 0:03 0:32� 0:06 0:36� 0:05 0:29+0:4�0:03 0:34� 0:05AK�2 (0) 0:40� 0:03 � 0:40� 0:05 � 0:28� 0:04TK�1 (0) 0:38� 0:06 0:32� 0:05 0:34� 0:10 0:32+0:04�0:02 0:38� 0:06TK�3 (0) 0:6 � 0:26� 0:10 � 0:26� 0:04V �(0) 0:6� 0:2 0:35� 0:07 0:37� 0:07 0:35+0:06�0:05 0:34� 0:05A�1(0) 0:5� 0:1 0:27� 0:05 0:30� 0:05 0:27+0:05�0:04 0:26� 0:04A�2(0) 0:4� 0:2 0:28� 0:05 0:33� 0:05 0:26+0:05�0:03 0:22� 0:03T �1 (0) � 0:24� 0:07 0:30� 0:10 0:32� 0:06 0:29� 0:04T �3 (0) � � 0:20� 0:10 � 0:20� 0:03



4326 J. Trampeti¢ TABLE IIComparison of the results for the hadronization rate RK� [%℄Authors Referene RK� [%℄ ModelO'Donnel (1986) [27℄ 97:0 �Deshpande et al. (1987) [1℄ 7 CQMDeshpande et al. (1988) [19℄ 6 RCQMAltomari (1988) [26℄ 4:5 CQMDeshpande, Trampeti¢ (1989) [20℄ 6�14 RCQMAli, Mannel (1991) [22℄ 28�40 QCD SRFaustov, Galkin (1992) [28℄ 6.5 RCQMColangelo et al. (1993) [21℄ 16� 3 3pt SRCasalbuoni et al. (1993) [29℄ 8 CSL+SSHQET+ExperimentAtwood, Soni (1994) [30℄ 1.6�2.5 RCQMBowler et al. (1994) [31℄ 9:0� 3:0� 1:0 QCD on lattieAli, Sima (1994) [32℄ 12� 2 QCD SRBernard et al. (1994) [33℄ 6� 1:2� 3:4 QCD on lattieBurford et al. (1995) [34℄ 15.0�35.0 QCD on lattieVeseli, Olsson (1996) [35℄ 16:8� 6:4 HQETAliev (1997) [23℄ 13� 4 LCSRBall, Braun (1998) [24℄ 16� 3 LCSRDebbio et al. (1998) [25℄ 12+2�1 LCSR+lattie+onstraintsMohanta et al. (1999) [36℄ 12 COQMAsatryan et al. (1999) [37℄ 16 NLL forB!K�Bosh, Buhalla (2002) [38℄ 22 NLO pQCD typeexlusive=inlusive



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4327Sine the �rst alulation of the hadronization rate RK� � 7% byDeshpande et al. [1℄, a large number of papers have reported RK� fromthe range of 3 to an unrealisti 90%. Di�erent methods have been em-ployed, from quark models [1, 19, 20, 26, 36℄, QCD sum rules [21, 22℄, HQETand hiral symmetry [29℄, QCD on the lattie [31℄, light one sum rules [24℄,to the perturbative QCD type of evaluations of exlusive modes [37, 38℄.Conerning Ref. [38℄ we have to omment that even in suh very omplexevaluations of exlusive modes, the hadroni form fator T1(0) was not in-luded as a part of �from �rst priniples� pQCD alulations, but was ratherused as an input from other soures [24℄. Clearly, the �nal results of Ref. [38℄ruially depend on the authors' hoie of T1(0).In any event, the above form fator will be obtained in the future from�rst priniple alulations on the lattie. Reently, it seems that the hadron-ization rate RK� in radiative deay alulations has stabilized around 10%.Exlusive semileptoni B deay rates, estimated for mtop ' 180 GeV inRefs. [7, 9, 11℄, BR(B ! Ke+e�)BR(b! se+e�) �= 0:08 ;BR(B ! K�e+e�)BR(b! se+e�) �= 0:20 ;BR(B ! K�e+e�)BR(B ! K��+��) �= 1:23 ; (25)were later on�rmed by other authors.The �rst measurements by the Belle Collaboration [39℄BR(B ! K`+`�) = (0:75+0:25�0:21 � 0:19) � 10�6 ;BR(B ! K�+��) = (0:99+0:40�0:32+0:13�0:14)� 10�6; (26)are in good agreement with theory.Conerning the rare B deay to the orbitally exited strange mesons, the�rst CLEO [40℄ observation has reently been on�rmed by Belle [41, 42℄.These important experimental measurements provide a ruial hallenge tothe theory. The exlusive radiative B deays into higher spin-1 resonanesare desribed by a formula similar to the above one (24):RK�� = � (B ! K��)� (b! s)= �mb(m2B �m2K��)mB(m2b �m2s) �3�1 + m2sm2b��1 jTK��1 (0)j2: (27)



4328 J. Trampeti¢The K�� represent all higher resonanes. Most of these theoretial ap-proahes rely on the non-relativisti quark models [19, 22, 26℄, HQET [35℄,relativisti model [43℄, and LCSR [44℄. Di�erent results for the hadroniza-tion rate RK�� are presented in Table III. Note, however, that there is alarge spread between di�erent results, beause of their di�erent treatmentsof the long-distane e�ets. TABLE IIIComparison of a few di�erent results for the rate RK�� [%℄.RK�� [%℄Meson Ref. [19℄ Ref. [26℄ Ref. [22℄ Ref. [35℄ Ref. [43℄ Ref. [44℄K(494) forbiddenK�(892) 6 4:5 3.5�12.2 16:8� 6:4 15� 3 10:0� 4:0K�(1430) forbiddenK1(1270) forb: forb:=6:0 4.5�10.1 4:3� 1:6 1:5� 0:5 2:0� 0:8K1(1400) 7 forb:=6:0 6.0�13.0 2:1� 0:9 2:6� 0:6 0:9� 0:4K�2 (1430) 6:0 17.3�37.1 6:2� 2:0 5:7� 1:2 5:0� 2:0K�(1680) 0:9 1�1.5 0:5� 0:2 0:7� 0:3K2(1580) 4:4 4.5�6.4 1:7� 0:4K(1460) forbiddenK�(1410) 7:3 7.2�10.6 4:1� 0:6 0:8� 0:4K�0 (1950) forbiddenK1(1650) not given not given 1:7� 0:6 0:8� 0:3The modes based on b ! d represent a powerful way of determiningthe CKM ratio jVtd=Vtsj. If long-distane and other non-perturbative e�etsare negleted, two exlusive modes are onneted by a simple relation [45℄:BR(B ! �) = �2 jVtd=Vtsj2 BR(B ! K�); (28)where � measures the SU(3) breaking e�ets. They are typially of the orderof 30% [24℄. Misiak has reported the following short-distane ontributionsto the branhing ratios [46℄:BR(b! d) = 1:61 � 10�5; BR(B+ ! �+) = [1� 4℄� 10�6; (29)



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4329BR(B0 ! �0) = BR(B0 ! !) = [0:5� 2℄� 10�6: (30)The simple isospin relations are valid for the above deay modes:� (B+ ! �+) = 2� (B0 ! �0) = 2� (B0 ! !): (31)This year, experimental results for exlusive radiative and semileptonideay modes, based on 33 � 106 B �B pairs, are oming from the Belle Col-laboration [42℄BR(B0 ! K�0) = �4:08+0:35�0:33 � 0:26� � 10�5;BR(B+ ! K�+) = �4:92+0:59�0:54+0:38�0:37�� 10�5;BR(B ! K�2 (1430)) = �1:50+0:58�0:53+0:11�0:13�� 10�5; (32)ACP = � ( �B ! �K�)� � (B ! K�)� ( �B ! �K�) + � (B ! K�) = �3:2+6:9�6:8 � 2:0�% �= 0: (33)Using the latest results for inlusive and exlusive branhing ratios, one hasobtained the following entral value for the so-alled hadronization rate:RexpK� ' 10%, whih is in exellent agreement with the theory.The BaBar Collaboration [47℄ produed the latest experimental resultson exlusive semileptoni B deays:BR(B ! K`+`�) = �0:78+0:24�0:20 � 0:26+0:11�0:18�� 10�6;BR(B ! K�`+`�) = �1:68+0:68�0:58 � 0:26� 0:28� � 10�6: (34)Measurements for exlusive modes based on the quark b! d transitionwere reently reported by the BaBar Collaboration [48℄:BR(B0 ! �0) < 1:5 � 10�6;BR(B+ ! �+) < 2:8 � 10�6;BR(B ! �)BR(B ! K�) < 0:34 ; (35)they are onsiderably lower than the �rst CLEO results [5℄. However, theisospin relations (32) are niely satis�ed. From the BaBar measurements weobtain the following ratio of CKM:jVtdj=jVtsj < 0:64 � 0:76 : (36)



4330 J. Trampeti¢Note about quark modelsIn priniple there are two types of models for desribing hadrons, i.e.quark models: non-relativisti potential and relativisti models. They areall represented mainly by the onstituent quark model (CQM) and the MITbag model.Almost all quark models desribe the stati properties of ground statehadrons with 15% auray. In partiular, the CQM and the MIT Bag modelhave been very useful when omputing the mass spetrum and stati prop-erties suh as harge radii, magneti moments, (gA=gV )p;n, et., of groundstate baryons. Apart from the fat that the MIT Bag model is essentiallythe solution of the Dira equation with boundary onditions, we have to notethat this model is stati, whih is ertainly a disadvantage. The MIT Bagmodel also has problems in desribing the partile's higher exited states.On the other hand the non-relativisti CQM (harmoni osillator type,et.) [49, 50℄ ould take into aount the motion of the partile as a whole,but it is not well grounded oneptually. However, these models, based onGaussian wave funtions, give us the possibility to ompute e�ets omingfrom the internal quark motions as well as from the motion of the partileas a whole. These models have also been suessful in omputing mesonipseudo-salar, vetor and tensor form fators.Note about HQETThe physial essene of the Heavy Quark Symmetry lies in the fat thatthe internal dynamis of the heavy hadrons beomes independent of heavyquark massmQ and the quark spin when mQ is su�iently large. The heavyquark beomes a stati soure of olour �elds in its rest frame. The bind-ing potential is �avour-independent and spin e�ets fall like 1=mQ. Lightquarks and gluons in the hadron are the same whether Q =  or Q = b (asm;b !1).In HQET the heavy quark moves with the hadron's veloity v, so thatthe heavy quark momentum isP �Q = mQv� + k�; (37)where k� represents the small residual momenta.The veloity v� in heavy quark rest frame, aording to the Georgi'sovariant desription, has the very simple form v� = (1;~0). The heavyquark propagator has to be modi�ed aordingly:limmQ!1 i6PQ �mQ = iv � k 1 + 6v2 +O� kmQ� = iv � k 1 + 6v2 + : : : (38)The residual momentum is in e�et a measure of how o�-shell the heavyquark is. The HQET is valid for mQ � jkj ' �QCD.



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4331Applying the limit mQ !1 to the ovariant form of QCD Lagrangianfor heavy quarks, we obtain:LQCD = �Q(i6D �mQ)Q �! LHQET = �h(Q)v i(v �D)h(Q)v : (39)From the above Lagrangian LHQET, we obtain the following Feynman rulefor the quark�quark�gluon vertex in HQET: igT av�.It is very important to note here that h(Q)v destroys a heavy quark of the4-veloity v� and does not reate a orret antiquark.Finally, this theory uses the mass of the heavy quark as an expansionparameter, yellding preditions in terms of powers of 1=mQ.1.3. Long-distane and other small ontributionsto inlusive and exlusive B deaysLong-distane orretionsFirst note that long-distane ontributions for exlusive deays annot beomputed from �rst priniples without the knowledge of the hadronizationproess. However, it is possible to estimate them phenomenologially [51℄.The operators O1;2 ontain the � urrent. So one ould imagine the� pair propagating through a long distane, forming intermediate � states(o�-shell J= 's), whih turn into a photon via the vetor meson dominane(VMD) mehanism. Appliation of the VMD mehanism on the quarklevel was used by Deshpande et al. [52℄. Suh an approah, with a are-ful treatment of the deay amplitude by the Lorentz and eletromagnetigauge invariane, i.e. by aneling the ontributions oming from longitudi-nal photons, makes it possible to form the total (short- plus long-distane)amplitude for the b! d(s) deay [52℄M(b! d)jtotal = �eGF2p2 "V �tdVtb mb4�2 7(mb)� 23a2Xi g2 i(0)m2 imb!� a2mbV �udVub 23Xi g2 i(0)m2 i � 12 g2�(0)m2� � 16 g2!(0)m2! !# �d���(1 + 5)bF�� :(40)If in the above equation we replae the d by the s quark and forget the lastthree terms, then we obtain the total amplitude for the b! s deay. It isimportant to note that we have found strong suppression when extrapolatingg (m2 ) to g (0): g2 (1S)(0)=g2 (1S)(m2 ) = 0:13 � 0:04 [52℄. This fat has tobe taken into aount in any other approah (LCSR, pQCD, lattie-QCD,et.) to the long-distane problem [53℄.The long distane ontributions to an inlusive amplitude and to itsexlusive mode are all found to be small, typially of one order of magnitudebelow the short distanes [52℄.



4332 J. Trampeti¢Other small orretionsOther small orretions to the b! d(s) transitions ome from spetatorquark ontributions [54℄, non-perturbative e�ets [55℄ and from the fermioniand bosoni loop e�ets [56℄.(i) Donoghue and Petrov found that the spetator ontributions to rareinlusive B deays are about 5%, i.e. they give the following rise tothe branhing ratio [54℄:��BR(B ! Xs)BR(b! s) � ' +1:05 ; (41)(ii) Non-perturbative orretions up to the �2=m2 order were estimatedby Voloshin [55℄. They gives the following rise to the branhing ratio:�(BR(b! s)) ' +3% ; (42)(iii) Czarneki and Mariano alulated the leading eletroweak orretionsvia fermioni and bosoni loops. In partiular, the vauum polarizationrenormalization of � by the fermioni loops, ontributions from quarksand leptons in the W propagator loops, the two-loop diagrams wherea virtual photon exhange gives a short-distane logarithmi ontribu-tion, et. These orretions redue BR(b! s) by � 8% [56℄, i.e.�(BR(b! s)=BR(b! e��)) ' �(8� 2)% : (43)Note that �em = 1=137 for a real photon was used.However, all above orretions never exeed an overall � 10%, and ontop of that there is a anellation among them! So it turns out that theinlusive branhing ratio is stable and agrees well with measurements.1.4. Non-leptoni B deaysNon-leptoni proesses at the quark level involve gluons and �qq pairs,i.e. they are dominated by transitions b ! s(d)g and b ! s(d)�qq [57, 58℄.The following non-leptoni B meson deay properties are very important:(i) they play major a role in the determination of the unitarity triangleparameters: �, �, and ;(ii) there are three deay lasses:



Rare and Forbidden Deays 43331. pure `tree' ontributions,2. pure `penguin' ontributions,3. `tree + penguin' ontributions;(iii) there are two penguin topologies:1. gluoni (QCD) penguins,2. eletroweak (EW) penguins;(iv) the photon in EW penguin ould be real () or virtual (� ! �qq; �̀̀ );(v) there are two types of deay modes:1. the b! s�qq mode,2. the b! d�qq mode.The experimental signatures for suh harmless transitions are exlusivedeays suh as B ! ��; �K, et. For the b ! s(d)� transitions involvingharm, the exlusive deays are the very well known B ! J= K,. . . and theless known B ! �K,. . . modes. These modes in general are not onsideredto belong to the rare deays. However, the modes based on b! s � are justan order of magnitude larger than the rare setor. So they are interestingenough to be disussed in one of the next subsetions.1.4.1. The b! s�qq and b! d�qq deay modesThe alulations for these proesses involve matrix elements of four-quarkoperators of dimension 6, and there are di�ulties to estimate these ele-ments. An additional ompliation here is that harmless hadroni deaysan also arise through the tree Hamiltonian with the b ! u transition. Aareful study of these modes reveals that the penguins learly dominate insome of the, while the tree ontribution an be signi�ant in others.The alulation proeeds in two steps [59℄. First we obtain the e�etiveshort-distane interation inluding one-loop gluon-mediated diagram (I).We then use the fatorization approximation to derive the hadroni matrixelements by saturating with vauum state in all possible ways (II). Theresulting matrix elements involve quark bilinears between one meson stateand the vauum, and between two meson states. These are estimated usingrelativisti quark model wave funtions, lattie model alulations, light onesum rules, the perturbative QCD type of approah, et.(I) To get a better understanding of the omplete QCD-orreted weakHamiltonian density we shall disuss the gluon-mediated penguin ontribu-tion. Ditated by gauge invariane, the e�etive FCNC J� ontains, as in



4334 J. Trampeti¢the eletromagneti ase, two terms. The �rst, whih is proportional to G1,we all the harge radius, while the seond, proportional to G2, is alleddipole moment operatorJ� = �si 12�ij �G1(�q2 � q� 6q)L+ iG2���q�(msL+mbR)	 bj: (44)Using the standard parametrization of the CKM matrix in the ase of threedoublets, G1 is given byG1 = GFp2 gs4�2 Xk=u;;tAkF1(xk) ;Ak = V �ksVkb ; xi = m2im2W ; zk = 1� xk ; (45)where the modi�ed Inami�Lim funtion F1(xi) derived from the penguin(1-loop) diagrams is [6℄F1(xi) = xk12 � 1zk + 13z2k � 6z3k�+ � 23zk � xk6 � 4z2k + 4z3k � 3z4k�� lnxk : (46)Note that when the gluon is on-shell (i.e. q2 = 0), the G1 term vanishes.In the q2 6=0 ases both terms partiipate. For a gluon exhange diagram (i.e.for the proesses b! s(d) �qq where momentum transfer q2 6=0) we �nd thatthe G1 ontribution dominates over G2, and we an neglet G2. At largerq2, G1 develops a small imaginary part, whih is important for a disussionof CP violation.Charmless deays also arise from the standard tree level interations withthe b! u transition. The e�ets of the tree level interation ould be largein general. The most typial example are the two deay modes of the B+meson. The deay B+ ! K+�0 is dominated by the tree diagram, whilethe B+ ! K0�+ is dominated by the penguin diagram; Figs. 2, and 3.
�u sub W uuB+" #K+

#�0
Fig. 2. Tree-dominated deay B+ ! K+�0.
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�u dsWgb udB+" #�+

#K0
Fig. 3. Penguin-dominated deay B+ ! K0�+.(II) From experiene we know that non-leptoni deays are extremelydi�ult to handle. For example, the �I = 1=2 rule in K ! �� deayshas not yet been fully understood. A huge theoretial mahinery has beenapplied to K ! �� deays, produing only partial agreement with exper-iment [60℄. For energeti deays of heavy mesons (D;B), the situation issomewhat simpler. For these deays, the diret generation of a �nal mesonby quark urrent is indeed a good approximation.Aording to the urrent-�eld identities, the urrents are proportional tointerpolating stable or quasi-stable hadron �elds. The approximation nowonsists only in taking the asymptoti part of the full hadron �eld, i.e. its�in� or �out� �eld. Then the weak amplitude fatorizes and is fully deter-mined by the matrix elements of another urrent between the two remaininghadron states. For that reason, we all this approximation the fatorizationapproximation. Note that in replaing the interating �elds by the asymp-toti �elds, we have negleted any initial- or �nal-state interation of theorresponding partiles. For B deays, this an be justi�ed by the very sim-ple energy argument that one very heavy objet deays into two light butvery energeti objets whose interations might be safely negleted. Also,diagrams in whih a quark pair is reated from vauum will have small am-plitudes beause these quarks have to ombine with fast quarks to form the�nal-state meson. Note also that the 1=N expansion argument provides atheoretial justi�ation [61℄ for the fatorization approximation, sine it fol-lows in the leading order in the 1=N expansion [62℄. Here N is the numberof olours.Eah of the B-deay two-body modes might reeive three di�erent ontri-butions. As an example, we give one amplitude obtained from the e�etiveweak Hamiltonian:A(B+ ! �+�0) = L(�0)h�+j�b�(1� 5)djB+ih�0j�u�5uj0i+L(�+)h�+j�u�5dj0ih�0j�b�(1� 5)ujB+i+L(B+)h�+�0j�u�(1� 5)dj0ih0j�b�5ujB+i : (47)



4336 J. Trampeti¢The oe�ients L(�0), L(�+), and L(B+) ontain the oupling onstants,olour fators, �avour symmetry fators, i.e. �avour ounting fators andfators resulting from the Fierz transformation of the four-quark operatorsfrom the e�etive weak Hamiltonian. The oe�ients L(�0) and L(�+)orrespond to the quark deay diagram, whereas the L(B+) orrespondsto the so-alled annihilation diagrams. These fators are di�erent for eahdeay mode, as indiated by the dependene on the �nal-state meson. Toobtain the amplitudes for other deay modes, one has to replae the �nal-state partiles with the partiles relevant to that partiular mode.Finaly, we have to note that the suessful appliation of the fatorizationto the B deays was proven, in the serieus of works by the Beneke group [63℄.It was performed rigorously, in the heavy quark limit, from the basi QCDpriniples.We summarize all types of transitions in Table IV.Next we present experimental results from the CLEO Collaboration [65℄BR(B+ ! K+�0) = �11:6+3:0�2:7+1:4�1:3�� 10�6;BR(B+ ! K0�+) = �18:2+4:6�4:0 � 1:6�� 10�6;BR(B0 ! K+��) = �17:2+2:5�2:4 � 1:2�� 10�6;BR(B0 ! K0�0) = �14:6+5:9�5:1+2:4�3:3�� 10�6; (48)BR(B0 ! �+��) = �4:7+1:8�1:5 � 0:6� � 10�6;BR(B� ! ���0) = �5:4+2:1�2:0 � 1:5� � 10�6; (49)BR(B� ! ���0) = �10:4+3:3�3:4 � 2:1�� 10�6;BR( �B0 ! ����) = �27:6+8:4�7:4 � 4:2�� 10�6;BR(B� ! ��!) = �11:3+3:3�2:9 � 1:4�� 10�6; (50)whih are in rough agreement with the very �rst theoretial attempts topredit the above measured rates [45, 57�59℄.Reently from the 60 � 106 B �B pairs analysed from � (4s), the BaBarCollaboration published the following rates [66℄BR(B0 ! �+��) = (5:4 � 0:7 � 0:4) � 10�6;BR(B0 ! K+��) = (17:8 � 1:1 � 0:8) � 10�6;BR(B0 ! K+K�) < 1:1� 10�6 (90% CL) ;BR(B0 ! �0�0) < 3:4� 10�6 (90% CL) : (51)They reonstruted a sample of B mesons (Bre) deaying to �� and/or�K �nal states, and examine the remaining harged partiles in eah event



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4337TABLE IVThe leading and subleading modes for b! s(d) �qq transitions.B ! s�qq Leading Seondary Sample Bd Sample Bsmodes term term Bd modes angle Bs modes angleb! s� V �sVb V �usVub J= KS �  � 0tree +penguin(�t) onlypenguin(u�t) �K Ds �Dsyb! s�ss V �sVb V �usVub �KS � ��0 0onlypenguin(�t) onlypenguin(u�t) �K�b! s�uu V �sVb V �usVub �0KS ompeting ��0 ompetingb! s �dd onlypenguin(�t) tree +penguin(u�t) �KS terms KS �KS termsB ! d�qq Leading Seondary Sample Bd Sample Bsmodes term term Bd modes angle Bs modes angleb! d� V �dVb V �udVtb D+D� ��  KS ��tree +penguin(�u) onlypenguin(t�u) Ds �Dsb! d�ss V �tdVtb V �dVb �� ompeting �KS ompetingonlypenguin(t�u) onlypenguin(�u) KS �KS terms termsb! d�uu V �udVub V �tdVtb ��; �� �� �0KS ompetingb! d �dd onlypenguin(u�) tree +penguin(t�) � a1 �0KS termsb! �ud V �udVb 0 D0�0; D0�0 � D0KS 0CP eigen st: CP eigen st:�Leading terms only.ySee analysis of CP asymmetry in Ref. [64℄.to �tag� the �avour of the other B meson (Btag). The deay rate distributionf+(f�) in the ase of �+�� and Btag = B0( �B0) is given byf�(�t) = 14� e�j�tj=� [1� S�� sin(�md�t)� C�� os(�md�t)℄ ; (52)where � is the mean B0 lifetime, �md is the eigenstate mass di�erene,



4338 J. Trampeti¢and �t = tre � ttag is the time between the (Bre) and (Btag) deays. Theasymmetry and CP-violating parameters S�� and C�� are de�ned as:AK� = NK��+ �NK+��NK��+ +NK+�� ; S�� = 2Im�1 + j�j2 ; C�� = 1� j�j21 + j�j2 : (53)The experimental results areAK� = �0:05 � 0:06 � 0:01 ;S�� = �0:01 � 0:37 � 0:07 ;C�� = �0:02 � 0:229 � 0:07 : (54)For pure three diagram, through b! uW� deay, we have�B!�+�� = V �tbVtdVtbV �td V �udVubVudV �ub : (55)A small asymmetry AK� disfavours many theoretial preditions and/ormodels with large asymmetry.1.4.2. Exlusive and semi-inlusive B deays based on the b! s� transitionThe b ! s� transition o�ers a unique opportunity to test our under-standing of the B meson deays. The related proess b ! s is known togive the ratio for semi-inlusive deays �B !  + anything� to exlusivedeays B ! K and B ! K� , in good agreement with data. Here weshow that by taking the ratio of proesses involving � to those involving , one an remove the model dependene to a large extent, and have anindependent and powerful way of determining f� , the pseudosalar deayonstant of �, the S0 state of harmonium.The weak Hamiltonian orreted to NLO in QCD is given in Setion 1.2.1.The relevant QCD oe�ients we need are:1 = 1:150 ; 2 = �0:313 ; 3 = 0:017 ;4 = �0:037 ; 5 = 0:010 ; 6 = �0:046 : (56)Now, we de�ne the matrix elementsh0j��j (q)i = i��(q) g ; h0j��5j�(q)i = iq� f� ; (57)where g2 = (1:414� 0:083) GeV4 from  ! e+e� [67℄. The e�etive Hamil-tonians in momentum spae for the two deays are [68℄:He�b!s = GFp2 jV �sVbjjC jg �� (q)�si(k)�(1� 5)bi(p) ;He�b!s = GFp2 jV �sVbjjC� jf�q�(q)�si(k)�(1� 5)bi(p) ; (58)



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4339where jC j = 2 + 3 + 5 + 1N (1 + 4 + 6) ;jC� j = 2 + 3 � 5 + 1N (1 + 4 � 6) : (59)We shall treat C and C� as phenomenologial parameters, thus absorbingin their de�nition any higher-order orretion or deviation from fatorizationthat may arise. From Ref. [69℄ we use the stable ratio C�=C = 1:132�0:026and the jC j = 0:220 � 0:026, whih was determined following Ref. [68℄.The ratio of semi-inlusive  prodution to � prodution has been foundto be � (B ! Xs�)� (B ! Xs ) � � (b! s�)� (b! s )= ����f� C C� ����2�m m��2 �as��as !1=2� (m2b �m2s)2 �m2�(m2b +m2s)m2b(m2b +m2 )�m2s(2m2b �m2 ) +m4s � 2m4 �= 4:0(GeV�2) ����f� C C� ����2 ; (60)where �ab = (1�m2b=m2a �m2=m2a)2 � 4m2bm2=m4a. A measurement of thishadron-model-independent ratio o�ers a very aurate determination of f� .Next we onsider the B ! K and B ! K� exlusive modes. Usingthe general Lorentz deomposition of the vetor urrent matrix elementhK(k)j�s�bjB(p)i = (p+ k)�f (+)KB(q2) + q�f (�)KB(q2); (61)we found the following ratio� (B ! K�)� (B ! K ) = ����f� C C� ����2�m m��2 (�BK�)1=2(�BK )3=2 jf (+)KB(m2 )j�2� ������1� m2Km2B � f (+)KB(m2�) + m2�m2B f (�)KB(m2�)�����2 : (62)Sine m �= m� , we have set f (+)KB(m2�)=f (+)KB(m2 ) �= 1. The seond term inthe above ratio is �= �0:06, i.e. it is negligible with respet to the �rst term.An essentially hadron-model-independent ratio is thus obtained:� (B ! K�)� (B ! K ) �= 14:2(GeV�2) ����f� C C� ����2 : (63)



4340 J. Trampeti¢Finally, we alulate the exlusive rates for B ! K� and B ! K��.Taking the general Lorentz deomposition of the relevant (V �A) urrentfrom Setion 1.2.3, we obtain the hadron-model-dependent ratio� (B ! K��)� (B ! K� ) = ����f� C C� ����2�mB +mK�m �2 �BK���BK� !3=2 jA0j2�"2jV j2 + 3�BK� + m4B4m2K�m2 !�1� m2K�m2B � jA1j2+ m4B4m2K�m2 !�BK�� jA2j2� m4B2m2K�m2 ! 1� m2 m2B � m2K�m2B !�1� m2K�m2B �A1A2#�1 : (64)This ratio an be represented as� (B ! K��)� (B ! K� ) = R ����f� C C� ����2 ; (65)where the fator R depends on the hadroni model used. We onsider anumber of di�erent models to estimate that fator. Extensive disussionand various values of a fator R is given in Ref. [69℄.To estimate branhing ratios for B ! Xs�, B ! K� and B ! K��deays, one has to know the pseudosalar deay onstant f� . Theoretially,like the value of g , the quantity f� an be related to the wave funtion ofthe S-state of the harmonium at the origin:g2 = 12m j (0)j2; f2� = 48 m2m2� j (0)j2: (66)Without QCD orretions the above expressions give f� �= 350 MeV. TheQCD orretions are signi�ant but approximately anel in the inlusiveratio.A non-perturbative estimate of f� based on the QCD sum rules [70℄ould be more reliable. Following Ref. [70℄ we have found f� = (300 � 50)MeV.Using the entral value of f� = 300MeV, and taking the ratio jC�=C j =1:132, we estimate the following branhing ratios [69℄:BR(B ! Xs�) = (4:61 � 1:15) � 10�3;BR(B� ! K��) = (1:80 � 0:29) � 10�3;



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4341BR(B0 ! K0�) = (1:23 � 0:41) � 10�3;BR(B� ! K���) = R(0:21 � 0:07) � 10�3;BR(B0 ! K�0�) = R(0:20 � 0:04) � 10�3: (67)In summary we have shown a very aurate tehnique of measuring f�from the measurement of relevant inlusive and exlusive branhing ratiosby prediting branhing ratios of exlusive and inlusive ratios for the mostimportant modes [69℄. Note also that the measurement of B ! K�� probesthe spin-0 part of the axial form fator and, again, provides a useful hekof the model building.The BaBar Collaboration presented, a few months ago the �rst measure-ments of the above branhing ratios [71℄. Their results,BR(B+ ! K+�) = (1:50 � 0:19� 0:15 � 0:46) � 10�3;BR(B0 ! K0�) = (1:06 � 0:29 � 0:11 � 0:33) � 10�3; (68)are almost perfetly plaed within our predited rates.Taking the entral BR values, from the harge and from the neutraldeay mode measurements, we obtain f� = 274 MeV and f� = 279 MeV,respetively.1.5. Disussion and onlusions on the rare B meson deaysAs part of the disussion, I will �rst present interesting results on forward�bakward asymmetry in �B ! �K��+�� deay and the possibility that newphysis arise through the non-standard �bsZ oupling [72℄:A( �B)FB (s) = �d� ( �B ! �K��+��)ds ��1� Z 1�1 d(os �)d2� ( �B ! �K��+��)dsd(os �) sign(os �); (69)where, in the �+�� .m.s., the variable s = m2�+��=m2B .Sine the lepton urrent has only (V �A) struture, then asymmetry A( �B)FBprovides a diret measure of the A � V interferene. The asymmetry afterintegration is proportional toA( �B)FB (s) � Re �C�10�sCe�9 (s) + �+(s)mbmBC7�� : (70)Fig. 4, from Ref. [72℄, shows very niely the asymmetry as a funtion of thevariable s. From this the following onlusions ould be drawn:
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Fig. 4. The forward-bakward asymmetry AFB( �B ! �K��+��)(s) inluding non-perturbative e�ets from the resonant � bakground [72℄.(1) in the ase of CP onservation in the SM, we have A( �B)FB = �A(B)FB ;(2) beause of hadroni unertainties the A( �B)FB (s0jSM �= 0:1) = 0 at the10% level;(3) in the SM A( �B)FB (s > s0) > 0 and sgnC10 hange in the presene ofnon-standard �bsZ vertex, whih is the sign of new physis;(4) the CP violationaCP( �B ! �K��+��) = A( �B)FB (s) +A(B)FB (s)A( �B)FB (s)�A(B)FB (s) (71)ould rise up to 10% in the presene of new physis in the �bsZ vertex;(5) the resonant � bakground was eliminated by taking the ut ats < 0:3. The short-distane ontributions are then redued by ' 60%in agreement with Refs [9, 46℄.



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4343A few important points have to be emphasized. The so-alled spetator-quark ontributions [54℄ and the �rst alulable non-perturbative, essentiallylong-distane, orretion [55℄ to the inlusive rate are of the order of a fewper ent. It has also been proved that the fermioni (quarks and leptons)and photoni loop orretions to b ! s redue BR(b ! s)=BR(b ! e��)by � 8� 2% [56℄. Consequently, it is more appropriate to use �em = 1=137for the real photon emission [46, 56℄.In general, we an onlude that, in the theory, more e�ort is required inalulating quark (inlusive) deays through higher loops. A better under-standing of bound states of heavy�light quarks (B meson et.) and highlyreoiled light quark bound states (K�, �, . . . ) is desirable. This an beahieved by inventing new, more sophistiated perturbative methods [73℄and applying them to the alulation of radiative B meson deays, whihinorporate the full spetrum of quark bound states (K�, �, K�1 , . . . ). Inany ase it looks like hadroni form fators will be obtained in the futurefrom basi-priniple QCD alulations on the lattie.In experiment, with a larger amount of data, we might expet a regularbut smaller and smaller inrease of inlusive and exlusive branhing ratios,and onsequently stabilization of the hadronization rates: RK� , R�, RK��,et.; determinations of BR(B ! K�1) and some other, higher K�� resonantmodes; �rst measurements of BR(b ! d), BR(B ! �), and many otherinlusive and exlusive rare B meson deay modes.2. Forbidden deaysOn non-ommutative spae, the Non-Commutative Standard Model(NCSM) allows new, usually SM-forbidden interations: for example, triple-gauge boson, fermion�fermion�2 gauge bosons interations, photon ouplingto left-handed and to sterile (right-handed) neutrinos, et. In these le-tures we onentrate on deays, forbidden in the SM due to the Lorentzand gauge invariane. They are Z !  and Z ! gg deays, from thegauge setor of the NCSM, the �avour-hanging K ! �, D ! (�;K),and B ! (�;K;D) deays from the hadron setor, and the �transverseplasmon� deay to neutrino antineutrino pairs, i.e. pl ! ���.For the gauge setor, it was neessary to onstrut the model, whihwe name �non-minimal NCSM�, whih gives the triple-gauge boson ou-plings. To onsider plasmon deay we onstruted the non-ommutativeAbelian ation and estimated the rate � (pl ! ���). For forbidden deaysin the �avour-hanging hadron setor, we onstruted the e�etive, point-like, photon � urrent � urrent interation based on the minimal NCSM.The orretions due to the strong interations are also taken into aount.



4344 J. Trampeti¢The branhing ratio for K+ ! �+ deay estimated, in the stati-quark ap-proximation and at a non-ommutativity sale of order 1/4 TeV, is preditedto be of the order of 10�16.2.1. Introdution to the non-ommutative gauge theoriesThe idea that oordinates may not ommute an be traed bak toHeisenberg. A simple way to introdue a non-ommutative struture intospaetime is to promote the usual spaetime oordinates x to Non-Com-mutative (NC) oordinates x̂ with [74�79℄[x̂�; x̂� ℄ = i��� ; [���; x̂�℄ = 0 ; (72)where ��� is a onstant, real, antisymmetri matrix. The non-ommutativitysale �NC is �xed by hoosing dimensionless matrix elements �� = �2NC ���of order 1. The original motivation to study suh a senario was the hopethat by introduing a new fundamental sale one ould deal with the in�ni-ties of quantum �eld theory in a natural way.Apart from many tehnial merits, the possibility of a non-ommutativestruture of spae-time is of interest in its own right, and its experimentaldisovery would be a result of fundamental importane.Note that the ommutation relation (72) enters in string theory throughthe Moyal�Weyl star produtf ? g = 1Xn=0 ��1�1 � � � ��n�n(�2i)nn! ��1 : : : ��nf � ��1 : : : ��ng; (73)whih gives for oordinates: x� ? x� � x� ? x� = i��� .Experimental signatures of non-ommutativity have been disussed fromthe point of view of ollider physis [80�83℄ as well as low-energy non-aelerator experiments [83�85℄. Two widely disparate sets of bounds on �NCan be found in the literature: bounds of order 1011 GeV [84℄ or higher [83℄,and bounds of a few TeV from olliders [80�82℄. All these limits rest on oneor more of the following assumptions, whih may have to be modi�ed:(a) � is onstant aross distanes that are large with respet to the NCsale;(b) unrealisti gauge groups;() non-ommutativity down to low-energy sales.Non-Commutative Gauge Field Theory (NCGFT) as it appears in stringtheory is, stritly speaking, limited to the ase of U(N) gauge groups, where



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4345the Seiberg�Witten (SW) map [86℄ plays an essential role sine it does ex-press non-ommutative gauge �elds in terms of �elds with ordinary �ommu-tative� gauge transformation properties. A method of onstruting modelson non-ommutative spae-time with more realisti gauge groups and parti-le ontent has been developed in a series of papers by the Munih group [87℄and [88℄, ulminating in the onstrution of the NCSM [89℄.This onstrution for a given NC spae rests on a few basi ideas, whihit was neessary to inorporate [90℄:(1) non-ommutative oordinates,(2) the Moyal�Weyl star produt,(3) enveloping algebra-valued gauge transformation has to be used,(4) Seiberg�Witten map as a most important new idea.(5) Conepts of ovariant oordinates, loality, gauge equivalene, andonsisteny onditions had to be maintained.The problems that are solved in this approah inlude, in addition tothe introdution of general gauge groups, the harge quantization problemof NC Abelian gauge theories and the onstrution of the ovariant Yukawaouplings.There are two essential points in whih NC gauge theories di�er fromthe standard gauge theories. The �rst point is the breakdown of Lorentzinvariane with respet to a �xed non-zero ��� bakground (whih obviously�xes preferred diretions) the seond is the appearane of new interations(triple-photon oupling, for example) and the modi�ation of the standardones. Both properties have ommon origin and appear in a number of phe-nomena. 2.2. Non-ommutative Standard Model deays2.2.1. Gauge setor: Z ! ; gg deaysStritly SM forbidden deays oming from the gauge setor of the NCSMould be probed in high energy ollider experiments. This setor is parti-ularly interesting from the theoretial point of view. Our main results aresummarized in (88) to (91).The general form of the gauge-invariant ation for gauge �elds is [89℄Sgauge = �12 Z d4xTr 1G2 bF�� ? bF �� : (74)



4346 J. Trampeti¢Here Tr is a trae and G is an operator that enodes the oupling onstantsof the theory. Both will be disussed in detail below. The NC �eld strengthis bF�� = �� bV� � �� bV� � i[bV� ?; bV� ℄ (75)and bV� is the NC analogue of the gauge vetor potential. The Seiberg�Witten maps are used to express the non-ommutative �elds and parametersas funtions of ordinary �elds and parameters and their derivatives. Thisautomatially ensures a restrition to the orret degrees of freedom. Forthe NC vetor potential, the SW map yieldsbV� = V� + 14���fV� ; (��V� + F��)g+O ��2� ; (76)where F�� � ��V� � ��V�� i[V�; V� ℄ is the ordinary �eld strength and V� isthe whole gauge potential for the gauge group GSM � SU(3)C � SU(2)L �U(1)Y: V� = g0A�(x)Y + g 3Xa=1B�;a(x)T aL + gs 8Xb=1G�;b(x)T bS : (77)It is important to realize that the hoie of the representation in the def-inition of the trae Tr has a strong in�uene on the theory in the non-ommutative ase. The reason for this is that, owing to the Seiberg�Wittenmap, terms of higher than quadrati order in the Lie algebra generators willappear in the trae. The adjoint representation as, a natural hoie for thenon-Abelian gauge �elds, shows no triple-photon verties [89, 91℄.The ation that we present here should be understood as an e�etivetheory. Aording to [89℄, we hoose a trae over all partiles with di�erentquantum numbers in the model that have ovariant derivatives ating onthem. In the SM, these are, for eah generation, �ve fermion multipletsand one Higgs multiplet. The operator G, whih determines the ouplingonstants of the theory, must ommute with all generators (Y; T aL ; T bS) ofthe gauge group, so that it does not spoil the trae property of Tr, i.e.the G takes on onstant values g1; : : : ; g6 on the six multiplets (Table 1 inRef. [89℄).The ation up to linear order in � allows new triple gauge boson inter-ations that are forbidden in the SM and has the following form [92℄:Sgauge = �14 Z d4x f��f���12 Z d4xTr (F��F ��)� 12 Z d4xTr (G��G��)



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4347+ gs ���Z d4xTr�14G��G�� �G��G���G��+ g03�1���Z d4x �14f��f�� � f��f��� f��+ g0g2�2 ���Z d4x 3Xa=1 ��14f��F a�� � f��F a���F ��;a+ .p.�+ g0g2s�3 ���Z d4x 8Xb=1 ��14f��Gb�� � f��Gb���G��;b+ .p.� ; (78)where .p. means yli permutations in f . Here f�� , F a�� , and Gb�� arethe physial �eld strengths orresponding to the groups U(1)Y, SU(2)L, andSU(3)C, respetively. The onstants �1, �2, and �3 are funtions of 1=g2i (i =1; : : : ; 6) and have the following form:�1 = � 1g21 � 14g22 + 89g23 � 19g24 + 136g25 + 14g26 ;�2 = � 14g22 + 14g25 + 14g26 ;�3 = + 13g23 � 16g24 + 16g25 : (79)In order to math the SM ation at zeroth order in �, three onsistenyonditions have been imposed in (78):1g02 = 2g21 + 1g22 + 83g23 + 23g24 + 13g25 + 1g26 ;1g2 = 1g22 + 3g25 + 1g26 ;1g2s = 1g23 + 1g24 + 2g25 : (80)These three onditions, together with the requirement that 1=g2i > 0, de�nea three-dimensional simplex in the six-dimensional moduli spae spannedby 1=g21 ; : : : ; 1=g26 . Sine the last three ouplings in (78) are not uniquely�xed by the NCSM, they need to be determined through the various types ofphysial proesses, suh as deays and ollisions, unpolarized�polarized, et.From the ation (78) we extrat the neutral triple-gauge boson termswhih are not present in the SM Lagrangian. In terms of physial �elds(A;Z;G) they are [92℄



4348 J. Trampeti¢L = e4 sin 2�W K���A�� (A��A�� � 4A��A�� ) ;K = 12 gg0(�1 + 3�2) ; (81)LZ = e4 sin 2�W KZ ��� [2Z�� (2A��A�� �A��A�� )+ 8Z��A��A�� � Z��A��A�� ℄ ;KZ = 12 hg02�1 + �g02 � 2g2��2i ; (82)LZZ = LZ(A$ Z);KZZ = �12gg0 hg04�1 + g2 �g2 � 2g02� �2i ; (83)LZZZ = L(A! Z);KZZZ = �12g2 hg04�1 + 3g4�2i ; (84)LZgg = LZ(A! Gb) ;KZgg = g2s2 �1 + (g0g )2��3 ; (85)Lgg = LZgg(Z ! A) ;Kgg = �g2s2 � gg0 + g0g ��3 ; (86)where A�� � ��A� � ��A�, et. Fig. 5 shows the three-dimensional simplexthat bounds allowed values for the dimensionless oupling onstants K ,KZ and KZgg. For any hosen point within the simplex in Fig. 5, theremaining three oupling onstants (83), (84), (86), i.e. KZZ, KZZZ andKgg respetively, are uniquely �xed by the NCSM. This is true for anyombination of three oupling onstants from Eqs. (81) to (86).Experimental evidene for non-ommutativity oming from the gaugesetor that should be searhed for in the proesses involving the above ou-plings. The simplest and most natural hoie are the Z ! ; gg deays,allowed for real (on-shell) partiles. All other simple proesses, suh as ! ; gg, and Z ! Z; ZZ, are on-shell-forbidden by kinematis. TheZ ! ; gg deays are stritly forbidden in the SM by Lorentz and gaugeinvariane; both ould therefore serve as a lear signal for the existene ofspae-time non-ommutativity.
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Fig. 5. The three-dimensional simplex that bounds possible values for the ouplingonstants K, KZ and KZgg at the MZ sale. The verties of the simplexare: (�0:184, �0:333, 0:054), (�0:027, �0:340, �0:108), (0:129, �0:254, 0:217),(�0:576, 0:010, �0:108), (�0:497, �0:133, 0:054) and (�0:419, 0:095, 0:217).There is huge interest among the experimentalists to �nd the anomaloustriple-gauge boson ouplings [93℄, sine suh an observation would ertainlyontribute to the disovery of physis beyond the SM. The experimentalupper bound, obtained from the e+e� !  annihilation, for Z ! , is:� (Z ! ) < 0BBB� 5:25:514:0 1CCCA� 10�5 GeV;0BBB� from L3 [95℄from DELPHI [96℄from OPAL [97℄ 1CCCA : (87)Note that the Z !  proess has a tiny SM bakground from the rareZ ! �0; � deays. At high energies, the two photons from the �0 or �deay are too lose to be separated and they are seen in the eletromagnetialorimeter as a single high-energy photon [97℄. The SM branhing ratiosfor these rare deays are of order 10�11 to 10�10 [98℄. This is muh smallerthan the experimental upper bounds whih are of order 10�5 for the all threebranhing ratios (Z ! ; �0; �) [67℄.The Z ! gg deay mode should be observed in Z ! 2 jets proesses.However, it ould be smothered by the strong Z ! q�q bakground, i.e. byhadronization, whih also ontains NC ontributions. Sine the hadroni



4350 J. Trampeti¢width of the Z is in good agreement with the QCD-orreted SM, theZ ! gg an be at most a few per ent. Taking into aount the disrep-any between the experimentally observed hadroni width for the Z-bosonand the theoretial estimate based on the radiatively orreted SM, we es-timate the upper bound for any new hadroni mode, suh as �Z!gg to be� 10�3 GeV [67℄.We now derive the partial widths for the Z(p) ! (k) (k0) deay.From the Lagrangian LZ , it is easy to write the gauge-invariant ampli-tude MZ! in momentum spae, whih gives:Xspins jMZ! j2 = ��2 + 8M2Z (p�2p)� 16M4Z (k�k0)2 : (88)From the above equation and in the Z-boson rest frame, the partial widthof the Z !  deay is [92℄:�Z! = �12 M5Z�4NC sin2 2�WK2Z �73( ~E�)2 + ( ~B�)2� ; (89)where ~E� = (01; 02; 03) and ~B� = (23; 13; 12), are responsible for time�spae and spae�spae non-ommutativity, respetively. This result di�ersessentially from that given in [83℄, where the �Z! partial width dependsonly on time�spae non-ommutativity.For the Z-boson at rest and polarized in the diretion of the 3-axis, we�nd that the polarized partial width is [92℄�Z3! = �4 M5Z�4NC sin2 2�W K2Z� �25 ��01�2 + �02�2�+ 2315 �03�2 + �12�2� : (90)In the absene of time�spae non-ommutativity a sophistiated, sensiblyarranged polarization experiment ould in priniple determine the vetor of~E�. A NC struture of spae-time may depend on the matter that is present.In our ase it is oneivable that the diretion of ~E�; ~B� may be in�uenedby the polarization of the Z partile. In this ase, our result for the polarizedpartial width is partiularly relevant.Sine the Lagrangians LZ and LZgg have the same Lorentz struture,we �nd �Z!gg�Z! = �Z3!gg�Z3! = 8K2ZggK2Z : (91)



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4351The fator of 8 in the above ratios is due to olour.In order to estimate the NC parameter from upper bounds � expZ! <1:3� 10�4 GeV and � expZ!gg < 1� 10�3 GeV [67℄ it is neessary to determinethe range of ouplings KZ and KZgg.The allowed region for the oupling onstants KZ and KZgg is given inFig. 6. Sine KZ and KZgg ould be zero simultaneously, it is not possibleto extrat an upper bound on � from the above experimental upper boundsalone.
Fig. 6. The allowed region for KZ and KZgg at the MZ sale, projeted fromthe simplex given in Fig. 5. The verties of the polygon are (�0:254; 0:217),(�0:333; 0:054), (�0:340; �0:108), (0:010; �0:108) and (0:095; 0:217).To sueed in estimating �, we should onsider an extra interation fromthe NCSM gauge setor, in partiular triple-photon verties. From the sim-plex we �nd that the triplet of oupling onstants K , KZ and KZgg,as well as the pair of ouplings K and KZ , annot vanish simultane-ously (see e.g. Fig. 7) and that it is possible to estimate � from the NCSMgauge setor through a ombination of various types of proesses ontaining

Fig. 7. The allowed region for KZ and K at the MZ sale, pro-jeted from the simplex given in Fig.5. The verties of the poly-gon are (�0:333; �0:184), (�0:340; �0:027), (�0:254; 0:129), (0:095; �0:419),(0:0095; �0:576), and (�0:133; �0:497).



4352 J. Trampeti¢the  and Z verties. These are proesses of the type 2 ! 2, suh ase+e� ! , e ! e, and  ! e+e� in leading order. Suh inlusion ofother triple-gauge boson interations su�iently redue available parameterspae. The analysis has to be arried out in the same way as in Ref. [81℄.Theoretially onsistent modi�ations of relevant verties are, however, ne-essary. The allowed region for pairs of ouplings K and KZgg is presentedin Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. The allowed region for K and KZgg at the MZ sale, projeted fromthe simplex given in Fig.5. The verties of the polygon are (�0:108; �0:576),(�0:108; �0:027), (0:217; 0:129), (0:217; �0:419), and (0:054; �0:497).2.2.2. Hadron setor � �avour hanging deays: K ! �, . . .From the ation (55) in Ref. [89℄, for quarks that ouples to an non-Abelian gauge boson in a non-ommutative bakground, we obtain the ex-pliit formulas for the eletroweak harged urrents in the leading order ofthe expansion in �:LCC = � �u � �t �L J+VCKM0BBB� dsb 1CCCAL+� �d �s �b �L J�V �CKM0BBB� ut 1CCCAL ; (92)were J� are given in Eqs. (69) and (70) of Ref. [89℄. Note that for left-handedquarks the hyperharge Y = 1=6.Isolating terms linear in W and A �elds, we have found the followingharged urrent:� J+ 0 = gp2 � �W+�  0 � g2p2 sin �W � �12���� + �����



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4353� �13 �A��W+� � 12W+��A��+ �A�W+� �A�W+� ���� 0; (93)with A�� � ��A� � ��A�, et.To simplify the alulation of the K ! � deay rate, we use the stati-quark approximation (sqa) in the following way.First we modify the harged urrent by applying the integration by partson the � W+��A� term of the above equation. We then use the stati-quarkapproximation in the above equation by negleting all derivatives atingon quark �elds, i.e. by putting �� = �� � = 0, and obtain the followingexpression:� J+ 0 = g3p2 � �W+�  0 � g2p2 sin �w � �12���� + ������ �A��W+� � 12 �(��A�)W+� � (��A�)W+� �� 0: (94)The ontributions to the K ! � deay amplitude ome from the Feyn-man diagrams given in Fig. 9. The �rst two lasses of diagrams in there, byintegrating out the heavy W+-boson �eld, e�etively shrink into the �fthdiagram, whih represents in the momentum spae, the e�etive, gauge-invariant, point-like, non-ommutative photon � urrent � urrent inter-ation Hamiltonian [99℄ in the stati-quark approximation, responsible forSM-forbidden K(k)! �(p)(q) deay:HsqaNCSM(Ajjy) = i 2p23 eGF V �usVud (��(q) J�(k; p)) ;J�(k; p) = q� (���j� + ���j� + ���j�) jy� ; q = k � p ;(���j� + ���j� + ���j�) jy� = � � sL���� uL�� � dL� uL�y ;���� = ���� + ���� + ���� ; (95)where ��(q) is the photon polarization vetor. Note that in the alulationof the diagrams in Fig. 9 we were using the valene quark approximation,i.e. the fat that quark�antiquark pairs in K+ and �+ mesons are ollinear.The �avour-hanging parts of the harge urrent are de�ned asj�L = 12 �s�(1� 5)u ; j�yL = � 12 �d�(1� 5)u�y : (96)Before proeeding to the next step of our alulations, we have to disussthe possible LSM + LNCSM ontributions that ome from the diagrams where
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�qi�q1 W+ qf�q2 +�qi�q1 W+ qf�q2

+�qi�q1 W+ qf�q2 + : : :+�qi�q1 W+ W+ qf�q2
=)�qi�q1 qf�q2 QCD=)�qi�q1  qf�q2 + : : :Fig. 9. Free quark Feynman diagrams representing the proedure of dedution ofthe point-like photon � urrent � urrent interation Hamiltonian in the minimalNCSM. The diagram with double W+ exhange is given for the sake of omplete-ness, sine its ontributions are suppressed by G2F and onsequently negleted.QCD orretions are indiated. The di�erent ombinations of �q1, �q2, qi and qf pro-due di�erent deay modes. For example the ombination (�su)! ( �du) representsthe K+ ! �+ deay mode.the photon is attahed to the quark and to the boson �elds. Consideringonly verties from SM and NCSM up to linear order in �, it is lear fromdiagrams in Fig. 9 that we have to analyse altogether �ve diagrams. Vertiesin diagrams are of the following type: jSMn (�qq) + jNCSMn (�qq), jSM+ (�qqW ) +jNCSM+ (�qqW ), and jSMn (WW) + jNCSMn (WW).First, the terms oming from the neutral urrents (Eq. (73) of Ref. [89℄)are absent due to the stati-quark approximation, i.e. diagrams where pho-tons are attahed to quark �elds do not ontribute. Seond, isolating theWWA terms from Eq. (73) of Ref. [89℄, we obtain a struture ontainingterms with power proportional to eg2, the same as for the pure SM dia-gram. However, integrating out heavy W �elds [100℄, it is easy to see thatdiagrams ontribute to the amplitude with power proportional to eG2F, andonsequently we ould safely neglet them.The next, very important step is to introdue QCD short-distane e�ets,by onsidering gluon exhange ontributions; see e.g. sixth diagram in Fig. 9.All the other ontributions that originate from diagrams that ontain verties



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4355with more than two gauge bosons (for example photon�photon�W) are oforder �2. We also note that a diagram with a photon�gluon�gluon vertexdoes not exist in the minimal NCSM [89℄. Beause of this QCD orretionsto the NCSM photon�urrent�urrent Hamiltonian are not a�eted by non-ommutative terms, i.e. they remain the same as in the ase of the SM QCDenhaned e�etive weak Hamiltonian [100℄. This way, for the above urrent� urrent interations, we have�j�LjyL��e�QCD = 18 (�O� + +O+) ; (97)where the operators O� are de�ned in the usual way [100℄:O� = �si�(1� 5)ui�uj�(1� 5)dj � �si�(1� 5)di�uj�(1� 5)uj ; (98)with upper i; j indies de�ning the olour quantum numbers. The one-looporretions, i.e. the QCD enhanement (suppression) oe�ients � (+) atthe renormalization sale � ' 1 GeV, and �QCD ' 0:2 GeV reeive thefollowing values � ' 2:1, + ' 0:4. Consequently, branhing ratios reeivean order of magnitude enhanement and/or suppression due to the QCDorretions.Now we proeed with the alulation of the K+ ! �+ deay. Thehadroni matrix element h�jjjyjKi in the vauum saturation approximationhas the following form:��+(p) �����j�LjyL��e�QCD����K+(k)�= 112(� + 2+)h�+(p)j�u�5dj0ih0j�s�5ujK+(k)i= 112(� + 2+) (�ip�f�) (ik�fK) : (99)From the above expressions we found the amplitude for the K+ ! �+deay (with q = k � p):MsqaK� = i3p2eGF V �usVudf�fK 13(� + 2+)���(q) heq�(pk) + p�(q�k)� ek�(pq)i : (100)Taking the kaon at rest and performing the phase-spae integrations,from the gauge-invariant amplitude MsqaK�,Xspins jMK� j2 = 118e2G2FjV �usVudj2f2�f2K 19(� + 2+)2� heqeq(pk)2 � 2eqek(pk)(pq) + ekek(pq)2 � (q�k)2p2i ; (101)



4356 J. Trampeti¢we obtain the following expression for the branhing ratio:BRsqa(K+ ! �+) = �K+� (K+ ! �+)= �K+�1728 G2Ff2�f2K jV �usVudj2 19(� + 2+)2�m5K�4NC �1� m2�m2K�3 264�1� m2�m2K�2 3Xi=1(0i)2 +�1 + m2�m2K�2 3Xi;j=1i<j (ij)2375 :(102)The QCD orretions turn out not to be of partiular importane forour harged deay mode K+ ! �+. However, the neutral deay modeK0 ! �0 is suppressed by a fator of (� � 2+)2=2(� + 2+)2 relative tothe harged one, owing to isospin and to the QCD orretions.To maximize the branhing ratio due to the e�et of non-ommutativitywe assume that the square braket in the above expression takes the valueof 2. We are taking experimentally known quantities suh as masses: m�+,mK+, mD+ andmB+ , mean lives: �K+, �D+ and �B+ , CKM matrix elements:jVudj, jVusj and jVdj, and pseudosalar meson deay onstants: f�+, fK+and fD+s from the Partile Data Group [67℄. We �nd the CKM matrixelement jVubj = 0:0037 in reently published BaBar results [101℄. Finally,we are using deay onstants fD+ = 215 MeV and fB+ = 186 MeV fromreent lattie alulations reported in Ref. [102℄. The branhing ratio forK+ ! �+ as a funtion of the non-ommutative sale �NC is:BR(K+ ! �+) ' 0:8 � 10�5 1�4NC ; (103)while the other interesting modes ould easily be found from the followingratios:BR(K+ ! �+) : BR(D+S ! �+) : BR(D+ ! �+) : BR(B+ ! �+)= 1 : 2:40 : 0:20 : 0:01 : (104)A very interesting is the D+S ! �+ deay, sine it dominates over the othermodes, beause of the absene of the CKM suppression. The branhingratios for B+ ! (K+;D+) modes are very small.For the non-ommutativity sale of 0:10; 0:25; 0:50; 1:0 TeV we havefound values of the branhing ratio BR(K+ ! �+) ' 0:8�10�14, 2�10�16,1:3 � 10�17, and 0:8� 10�18, respetively.All the above statements are of ourse true only in the stati-quark ap-proximation.



Rare and Forbidden Deays 43572.2.3. Gauge invariane and the K ! � deay in SMTo show the orretness of our estimate of the BR(K ! �) within theNCSM we will next prove that the amplitude for K ! � deay vanishes inthe SM beause of the eletromagneti gauge ondition.There are two ontributions to the amplitude A(K ! �)jSM:(P) the amplitude arising from the FCNC (1-loop penguin diagrams)Fig. 1: Apeng:(K ! �)jSM,(T) the amplitude oming out of tree diagramsFig. 9: Atree(K ! �)jSM,so that we haveA(K ! �)jSM = Apeng:(K ! �)jSM +Atree(K ! �)jSM : (105)The proof that A(K ! �)jSM = 0 proeeds in the following steps:(1) We write the SM penguin ontributions to the free quark amplitude.(2) The �ve free quark diagrams with a photon oming out of quark legsand the photon out of the W propagator, from Fig. 9, ontribute tothe SM tree amplitude. We estimate those diagrams in the 't Hooft�Feynman gauge using the standard argument for the Feynman propa-gator,Z d4x���F (x;mW )=Z d4x d4k 1(2�)4 �g�� + k�k�m2Wk2 �m2W e�ikx= g��m2W :(106)(3) Next we hadronize the SM free quark amplitudes by sandwihing theinteration (four-quark) operator, between the time-independent state-vetors h�+j and jK+i. This orresponds to the well known Heisenbergpiture [103℄.(4) We apply Lorentz deomposition of the relevant hadroni matrix el-ement in the penguin amplitude and use the vauum saturation ap-proximation and PCAC in the tree amplitude evaluations.(5) We assume that the meson is desribed within the valene quark ap-proximation and that quark and antiquark are ollinear, eah arryinga half of the meson momenta.(P) From Fig. 1, i.e. from the �rst equation in Setion 1.2 for a realphoton we haveApeng:(K ! �)jSM= iG2 h�+(p)j �md �d���q�sL +ms �d���q�sR� jK+(k)i ��(q) : (107)



4358 J. Trampeti¢Next we use the Lorentz deomposition of the ��� operator matrix elementand �ndh�+(p)j �d���q�sjK+(k)i ��(q) = (k�p� � k�p�) q� ��(q) f(q2)= (kq) (q���(q)) f(q2) = 0 ; (108)whih means that Apeng:(K ! �)jSM = 0 .(T) We start to alulate the diagram with a photon oming out of theW propagator, Fig. 9. After a trivial integrations over the delta funtions,the amplitude readsAtreeW jSM = �ieg24 V �usVud � uf (puf )�(1� 5) �d(p �d) g��m2W� [(q � p)�g�� + (p� k)�g�� + (k � q)� g�� ℄ g��m2W� � �s(p�s)�(1� 5) ui(pui) ��(q) : (109)Momentum onservation: k = p�s + pui , p = p �d + puf , k = p + q, and theassumptions (3)�(5) gives:AtreeW jSM = �iep2GF f�fK V �usVud m2�m2W (q���(q)) = 0 : (110)Next, we estimate the free-quark amplitude from the diagram where thephoton is oming out of the antiquark �s leg, Fig. 9. After a trivial integrationwe �ndAtree�s jSM = i e3 g24 V �usVud � uf (puf )�(1� 5) �d(p �d) g��m2W� � �s(p�s)� (6p�s � 6q) +ms(p�s � q)2 �m2s �(1� 5) ui(pui) ��(q) : (111)Using the assumption (3)�(5), from the above denominators we obtain afator 1=(kq)m2W . Using Dira algebra identities to redue �(6p�s � 6q)�term, and assumptions (4), with the help of de�nitions kq = pq = (k2�p2)=2and h0j � �s��(1� 5) ui jK+(k)i = 0, we obtain the following amplitudeAtree�s jSM = i13ep2GF f�fK V �usVud kpkq (k���(q)) : (112)The amplitude oming from the seond initial leg is:Atreeui jSM = 2Atree�s jSM: (113)



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4359The amplitudes from the outgoing quark�antiquark pair areAtreeuf jSM = 2Atree�d jSM= i�23 ep2GF f�fK V �usVud kppq (p���(q)) : (114)Summing up the above four ontributions, we have�Aui +A�s +Auf +A �d�treeSM = iep2GFf�fKV �usVud kpkq (q���(q)) = 0 (115)whih �nally givesAtree(K ! �)jSM = �AW +Aui +A�s +Auf +A �d�treeSM = 0 : (116)By this, we prove our statement that the amplitude for K ! � deayvanishes in the SM, beause of the eletromagneti gauge ondition, i.e.A(K ! �)jSM = Apeng:(K ! �)jSM +Atree(K ! �)jSM = 0 : (117)2.3. Non-ommutative Abelian gauge theoriesIn the last part of these letures we disuss a possible mehanism for ad-ditional energy loss in stars indued by spae-time non-ommutativity. Themehanism is based on neutrino�antineutrino oupling to photons, whiharises quite naturally in non-ommutative Abelian gauge theory [104℄.We are interested in an e�etive model of partile physis involving neu-trinos and photons on non-ommutative spae-time. More spei�ally weneed to desribe the sattering of partiles that enter from an asymptoti-ally ommutative region into a non-ommutative interation region. Weshall fous on a model that satis�es the following requirements:(i) Non-ommutative e�ets are desribed perturbatively. The ation iswritten in terms of assymptoti ommutative �elds.(ii) The ation is gauge-invariant under U(1)-gauge transformations.(iii) It is possible to extend the model to a non-ommutative eletroweakmodel based on the gauge group U(1)� SU(2).As we have already argued in these letures the ation of suh an e�etivemodel di�ers from the ommutative theory essentially by the presene ofstar produts and Seiberg�Witten maps. The Seiberg�Witten maps areneessary to express the non-ommutative �elds  ̂, Â� that appear in theation and that transform under non-ommutative gauge transformations,



4360 J. Trampeti¢in terms of their asymptoti ommutative ounterparts  and A�. Theoupling of matter �elds to Abelian gauge bosons is a non-ommutativeanalogue of the usual minimal oupling sheme. Neutrinos do not arry aU(1) (eletromagneti) harge and hene do not diretly ouple to Abeliangauge bosons (photons) in a ommutative setting. In the presene of spae-time non-ommutativity, it is, however, possible to ouple neutral partilesto gauge bosons via a star ommutator. The relevant ovariant derivative isD̂� ̂ = �� ̂ � ieÂ� ?  ̂ + ie ̂ ? Â� ; (118)with a oupling onstant e. Here one may think of the non-ommutativeneutrino �eld  ̂ as having left harge +e, right harge �e and total hargezero. From the perspetive of non-Abelian gauge theory, one ould also saythat the neutrino �eld is harged in a non-ommutative analogue of the ad-joint representation. Physially suh a oupling of neutral partiles to gaugebosons is possible beause the non-ommutative bakground is desribedby an antisymmetri tensor ��� that plays the role of an external �eld inthe theory. The photons do not diretly ouple to the �bare� ommutativeneutrino �elds, but rather modify the non-ommutative bakground. Theneutrinos propagate in that bakground.The ation for a neutral fermion that ouples to an Abelian gauge bosonin a non-ommutative bakground is [104℄:S = Z d4x� �b ? i� bD� b �m�b ? b � : (119)Here b =  + e���A��� +O(�2) and bA� = A� + ���A� ���A� � 12��A��+O(�2) is the Abelian NC gauge potential expanded by the SW map.To �rst order in �, the ation readsS = Z d4x � � [i��� �m (1 + e���A��)℄ +ie��� �(�� � )A��(�� )� (�� � )A��(�� ) + � (��A�)�(�� )�	 :(120)Integrating by parts, this an also be written in a manifestly gauge-invariantway asS = Z d4x � �i��� �m (1 + e���A��)� ieA�� �12������ + �������� :The above ation represents the tree-level point-like interation of the pho-ton and neutrinos. We ould also all it �the bakground �eld anomalous-ontat� interation.



Rare and Forbidden Deays 43612.3.1. The plasmon deay to neutrino�antineutrino pairsTo obtain the �transverse plasmon� deays in the stars on the sale of non-ommutativity, we start with the ation determining the ��� interation. Ina stellar plasma, the dispersion relation of photons is idential with that ofa massive partile [105�107℄q2 � E2 � q2 = !2pl (121)with !pl being the plasma frequeny.From Eq. (120) we extrat, for the left�right massive neutrinos, the fol-lowing Feynman rule for the (q)! �(k0)��(k) vertex in momentum spae:��(LR)(���) = ie12 (1� 5) h(q�k)� + (6k � 2m�)eq� � 6qek�i : (122)In the ase of massless neutrinos the Feynman rule reads:��(LR)(���) = ie12 (1� 5)����k�q� ; ���� = ���� + ���� + ���� : (123)Here q��� = 0 expliitly shows the eletromagneti gauge invariane of theabove verties.From the gauge-invariant amplitude M��� in momentum spae for plas-mon (o�-shell photon) deay to the left and/or right massive neutrinos inthe NCQED, we �nd:Xpol: jM��� j2=4e2��q2 � 2m2���52m2�eq2 � (q�k)2�+m2�q2(ek2 � ekeq)�:(124)In the rest frame of plasmon-medium we haveeq2 = E2 3Xi=1(�0i)2 = E2�4NC 3Xi=1(0i)2 � E2�4NC ~E2� � q�2q ; (125)from where we then �nd [104℄:� (pl ! ��(LR)�(LR)) = �48 !6plE�4NCs1� 4m2�!2pl�264 1 + 20m2�!2pl � 48m4�!4pl! 3Xi=1(0i)2 + 2m2�!2pl  1� 4m2�!2pl! 3Xi;j=1i<j (ij)2375 :(126)



4362 J. Trampeti¢In the all above alulations we have used the notation:eq2 = j���q� j2 = (���q�)(���q�)y = �(���q�)(���q�);�2=������=(�2)�� = 2�4NC 3Xi=1(0i)2� 3Xi;j=1i<j (ij)2!� 2�4NC � ~E2� � ~B2��:(127)In the above expression we parametrize the 0i's by introduing the anglesharaterizing the bakground ��� �eld of the theory:01 = os� ; 02 = sin� os � ; 03 = sin� sin� ; (128)where � is the angle between the ~E� �eld and the diretion of the inidentbeam, i.e. the photon axes. The angle � de�nes the origin of the � axis. The0i's are not independent; in pulling out the overall sale �NC we an alwaysimpose the onstraintP3i=1(0i)2 = 1. Here we onsider three physial ases:� = 0; �=4; �=2, whih for � = �=2 satisfy the imposed onstraint. Thisparametrization provides a good physial interpretation of the NC e�ets.In the rest frame of the medium, the deay rate of a �transverse plasmon�,of energy E and for the left�left and/or right�right massless neutrinos, isgiven by �NC(pl ! �(LR)��(LR)) = �48 1�4NC !6plE : (129)The Standard Model (SM) photon�neutrino interation at tree leveldoes not exist. However, the e�etive photon�neutrino�neutrino vertex��e�(���) is generated through 1-loop diagrams, whih are very well knownin heavy-quark physis as �penguin� diagrams. Suh e�etive interations[108, 109℄ give non-zero harge radius, as well as the ontribution to the�transverse plasmon� deay rate. For details, see paper [108, 109℄, inlud-ing the referenes there. Finally, note that the dipole moment operator� em�GF � ���� �A�� , also generated by the �neutrino-penguin� diagram,gives negligible ontributions beause of the smallness of the neutrino mass,i.e. m� ' 10�2 eV [110℄. The orresponding SM result is [108℄�SM (pl ! �L��L) = C2V G2F48�2� !6plE : (130)For �e we have CV = 12 + 2 sin2 �W while for �� and �� we have CV =�12+2 sin2 �W . Comparing the deay rates into all three left-handed neutrino



Rare and Forbidden Deays 4363families we thus need to inlude a fator of 3 for the NC result, while C2V '0:8 for the SM result [67℄. Therefore, the ratio of the rates is< � Pavours �NC(pl ! �L��L + �R��R)Pavours �SM(pl ! �L��L) = 6�2�2C2VG2F�4NC : (131)A standard argument involving globular luster stars tells us that any newenergy-loss mehanism must not exeed the standard neutrino losses bymuh, see Setion 3.1 in Ref. [111℄. Put another way, we should approx-imately require < < 1, translating into�NC > � 6�2�2C2VG2F�1=4 � 81 GeV : (132)In the ase of the absene of the sterile neutrinos (�R) in globular lusterstars the sale of non-ommutativity is approximately �NC > 68 GeV.2.4. Disussion and onlusions on forbidden deaysAt the beginning of our disussion and onlusions, a very importantomment is in order.Extreme are has to be taken when one tries to ompute matrix elementsin NCGFT. In our model, the in and out states an be taken to be ordinaryommutative partiles. Quantization is straightforward to the order in � thatwe have onsidered; the Feynman rules an be obtained either through theHamiltonian formulation or diretly from the Lagrangian; a rather onve-nient property of the ation, relevant to omputations, is its symmetry underordinary gauge transformations, in addition to non-ommutative ones.We propose deay modes that are stritly SM-forbidden, namelyZ ! , K ! �, . . . , as a possible signature of non-ommutativity. Anexperimental disovery of Z ! , K ! �, . . . , deays would ertainlyindiate a violation of the aepted SM and the de�nite appearane of newphysis. To determine whether suh SM breaking is ultimately oming fromspae-time non-ommutativity or from some other soure would require atremendous amount of additional theoretial and experimental work, and isbeyond the sope of the present work.The struture of our main results for the gauge setor, Eqs. (88) to (91),remains the same for SU(5) and SU(3)C�SU(3)L�SU(3)R GUTs that embedthe NCSM that is based on the SWmap [91,112℄; only the oupling onstantshange. In the partiular ase of SO(10) GUTs there is no triple gauge bosonoupling [91℄. This is due to the same Lorentz struture of the gauge bosonouplings Z and Zgg in our NCSM and in the above GUTs, understoodunderlying theories for the NCSM. In the GUT framework, the triple-gauge



4364 J. Trampeti¢ouplings ould be uniquely �xed. However, the GUT ouplings have to beevolved down to the TeV sale. This requires additional theoretial work,and it is a subjet for another study.Note �nally that the inlusion of other triple-gauge boson interationsin 2 ! 2 experiments su�iently redue available parameter spae of ourmodel. This way it is possible to �x all the oupling onstants from the NCgauge setor.To get some idea of the values, let us hoose the entral value of theZ oupling onstants jKZ j ' 0:1 and assume that maximal non-om-mutativity ours at the sale of � 1 TeV. The resulting branhing ratio forour Z !  deay would then be O(10�8), whih is a reasonable order ofmagnitude.The dynamis of the SM forbidden �avour hanging weak deays isdesribed in the framework of the so-alled minimal NCSM developed bythe Wess group [89℄. The branhing ratios are roughly estimated withinthe stati-quark approximation. Despite the simpli�ations of the stati-quark approximation, we did obtain reasonable results, i.e. expeted rates.Namely, in the stati-quark approximation many terms did not ontributeat all. An improved estimate, by inlusion of all those terms, would er-tainly inrease our branhing ratios. We do expet inreasing to more thanone order of magnitude, whih would then plae BR(K+ ! �+) loser totoday's experimentally aessible range [113, 114℄.The same inrease should also take plae for the B ! K modes via 1-loop non-ommutative FCNC, i.e. via non-ommutative penguin diagrams[115℄. Namely we know that penguin diagrams, in the ase of B-mesondeays, have a number of advantages over the tree diagrams. Also the wholeB setor has advantages over the kaon setor:(a) rate is proportional to m5B whih anels small mean life �B and smallCKM matrix elements relative to kaons, i.e.(�B m5BjV �tsVtbj2)peng:(�K m5K jV �usVudj2)tree ' 1; (133)(b) penguins do not su�er from relatively small CKM matrix elements;() in the non-ommutative penguin diagrams from the harm and toploops, one might expet large QCD e�et, i.e. the logarithmi type,� [�sln(m2t =m2)℄, of the rate enhanement, Fig. 10;(d) note, however that the alulation of the non-ommutative penguindiagrams would be highly ompliated, and would require a numberof additional studies, to deal in partiular with UV and/or IR diver-genes. There already is a lot in the literature onerning the problemof (non-)renormalizability of the non-ommutative gauge �eld theo-ries [116℄.
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�q1 q�u; �; �t W+ �q2 + : : :Fig. 10. The NCSM linear �-dependent ontributions to typial �avour-hangingdiagrams. The �rst one arises from the point-like harged urrent NCSM inter-ations, see for instane Fig. 9, while the seond represents the �avour-hangingNCSM neutral-urrent, 1-loop transitions, i.e. the typial non-ommutative pen-guin diagram. The �q1, �q2, qi and qf are the same as in Fig. 9.From the advantages desribed in (a) to (d), we onlude that some par-tiular deay modes within the kaon and/or B meson setors would reeivethe ontributions from non-ommutative tree and from non-ommutativepenguin diagrams of omparable size. This is very important for the ex-perimentalists, sine it shows impliitly that some deay modes ould berelatively large, that means loser than we expet to the experimentally a-essible range.The limit on the sale of non-ommutativity from the energy loss instars depends on the requirement < < 1 and from that point of view theonstraint �NC > 80 GeV, obtained from the energy loss in the globularstellar lusters, represents the lower bound on the sale of non-ommutativegauge theories.Conerning the forbidden deays, the experimental situation an be sum-marized as follows:(1) The joint e�ort of the DELPHI, ALEPH, OPAL and L3 Collaborations[93℄ give us a hope that in not too muh time all olleted data fromthe LEP experiments will be ounted and analysed, produing tighterbounds on triple-gauge boson ouplings. Finally, note that the besttesting ground for studies of anomalous triple-gauge boson ouplings,before the start of the linear e+e� ollider there will be the LHC. Seefor instane Ref. [117℄.(2) The authors of Brookhaven Experiment E787 reently published a newupper limit on the branhing ratio BR(K+ ! �+) < 3:6 � 10�7[113℄. The E787 has been upgraded to a more sensitive experiment,



4366 J. Trampeti¢E949, urrently under way at the AGS. In this experiment it would bepossible to the push sensitivity to K+ ! �+ by a quite large fatorif there were su�ient motivation to do so [114℄. We hope that theresults of this researh will onvine the E949 Collaboration to go forit.(3) In the future mahines the produtions of 1012, 1013, and 1014, �BB,�DD, and �KK pairs is expeted , respetively.(4) The sensitivity to the NC parameter ��� ould be in the range of thenext generation of linear olliders, with a .m.e. around a few TeV.(5) We hope that, in the near future, more sophistiated methods to ob-serve and more aurate tehniques to measure the energy loss in thestellar lusters will produe even more restrited limits on <, some-thing like < < 1=10, and onsequently a �rmer bound on the non-ommutativity sale �NC.In onlusion, both the hadron and the gauge setor of the NCSMas well as the NCQED are exellent plaes to disover spae-time non-ommutativity experimentally. We believe that the importane of a pos-sible disovery of non-ommutativity of spae-time at very short distaneswould onvine partile and astropartile physis experimentalists to lookfor SM-forbidden deays in those setors.I would like to thank N.G. Deshpande, G. Duplan£i¢, R. Fleisher,Th. Müller, M. Praszaªowiz, V. Ruhlmann-Kleider, P. Shupp and J. Wessfor helpful disussions. This work was supported by the Ministry of Sieneand Tehnology of Croatia under Contrat No. 0098002.REFERENCES[1℄ N.G. Deshpande, P. Lo, J. Trampeti¢, G. Eilam, P. Singer, Phys. Rev. Lett.59, 183 (1987).[2℄ S. Bertolini, F. Borzumati, A. Masiero, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 180 (1987).[3℄ S. Bertolini, F. Borzumati, A. Masiero, Nul. Phys. B294, 321 (1987).[4℄ J.L. Hewett, Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 1045 (1993).[5℄ R. Ammar et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 674 (1993); M.S. Alam et al., Phys.Rev. Lett. 74, 2885(1995).[6℄ T. Inami, C.S. Lim, Prog. Theor. Phys. 65, 297 (1981); N.G. Deshpande,M. Nazerimonfared, Nul. Phys. B213, 2463 (1982).[7℄ N.G. Deshpande, J. Trampeti¢, Phys. Rev. Lett. 60, 2583 (1988).
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